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STABILISING BLOSSOM & TUBE-NOSED BATS

Eastern Tube-nosed bat on barbed wire. After rescue comes stabilising photo © Hannah Marco
Stabilising, is quite simply a course of action which returns an animal to as near normal state as possible, in the shortest possible
time, to aid in a recovery from the situation that brought it into care in the first place.

INTRODUCTION
We have just rescued our blossom or tube-nosed bat from whatever situation it was in, done a preliminary
examination on site, started oral hydration, treated for any emergency conditions, thanked the homeowner,
driven home, put the kettle on, and our heart rate is hopefully starting to return to normal. So what do we have
now? Well, we have a probably injured (and definitely frightened) little bat in our transport cage or basket;
suffering varying degrees of trauma - both physical and emotional. Our next step is to stabilise the animal. This
vital step can literally be the difference between living and dying - between successful rehabilitation or not.

WHAT IS STABILISING
Stabilising, is quite simply a course of action which returns an animal to as near normal state as possible,
in the shortest possible time, to aid in a recovery from the situation that brought it into care in the first place.
Rapid and correct stabilising will bring about the shortest achievable recovery time for our injured bat, and getting
this step right paves the way towards the best chance for successful rehabilitation. In practical terms, stabilising
begins with the rescue, and ends once our patient is slotted into a regular feeding and treatment pattern. This
can take anywhere from a few hours to a few days, depending on how compromised the animal is. Stabilising an
injured blossom or tube-nosed bat involves the following steps:
1. Age and weight evaluation.
2. Full examination and initial treatment for any injuries or conditions.
3. Full rehydration.
4. Pain management - if necessary.
5. Treating for shock - if necessary (the hidden killer).
6. Stress minimisation.
7. Establishing a regular feeding and treatment routine.

FIRST STEPS - ON ARRIVAL & BEYOND
For this stage, we really need to be calm, objective, and centred. If you are still in a state of stress after a
particularly horrendous rescue, you really need to lose it - to de-stress first, because if you are stressed, the

animal will pick up on it and likely become even more stressed than it already is. After all - it is already having a
really bad day. We don't want to make it any worse. If you rush this stage, you are also in danger of missing
something. It is so easy to see the obvious huge ragged hole in a wing, but then miss the closed up but infected
shoulder injury, or cat bite - both of which may likely kill the bat.
You may have already done that preliminary examination on site, and either (A) treated any life-threatening
emergencies, or (B) taken it to a vet. What I'm saying here is that although the next steps are fairly urgent, if you
need to have a coffee, count to ten, sit outside and breathe deeply for five minutes - whatever... Do it! I cannot
stress enough, that you really do need to be in a calm, objective, and centred state of mind to be of any use to
the animal. Yes, you do have a duty of care, and yes, you are pretty much responsible for what happens to that
animal once rescued. But, you did not put it on fence, you did not break its leg by hitting it with a car, and you did
not let 'felix' tha cat out after dark to wreak havoc with our wildife. Just do what you have to do to find a calm
space within yourself before continuing. It really does help (the animal as well as you). And remember, if this is
your first rescue, phone for help if available.
OK - before getting the animal out of the rescue cage, it is a good idea to get everything you may need gathered
together first. No good half-unwrapping the animal, and then leaving it on the table while you rush off to the
kitchen to find something you need. That's a great recipe for coming back into the room, only to find empty wraps
on the table, and a terrified little bat on the loose rearranging your kitchen. Flying bats and sharp pointy things do
not mix very well together. This is what I always get ready on the table before getting any bat out to examine and
treat:
Gloves - most bites and scratches (once home) are during that first examination.
Extra set of hands - if possible. Examination and treatment is often easier with two people.
Notebook and pen (or record sheet) - to record things.
Plastic eyedropper (or similar) - for mouth inspection.
Dilute Ribena or 25:75 fruit juice/water mix and syringe - we must aim for rapid full hydration.
Scales and calipers - we need to know the age and weight for any medications.
Towels - to wrap and constrain the animal.
More towels - no such thing as too many towels.
Normal Saline or pre-boiled water (cooled) - for cleaning.
Tissues, cotton tips, and cotton make up removal pads - for cleaning.
Chlorhexidine 0.05% Antiseptic Solution - for wound treatment.
Treatments such as Painstop ®, Antibiotics, Dressings, Solosite Gel ®, and Flamazine Cream ®.
Container - to put soiled cleaning items in.
Hospital cage - set up and ready to receive your patient.
So there you have it. This list obviously varies and grows, according to what injuries you may have already
observed at the point of rescue, but these are the items that I always lay out ready for every single incoming bat.
You may also want your coordinator and vet on speed dial.
Before going further, it is worth noting that if you have only ever handled babies, we need to be a little more
careful with adults. They are much stronger, bite much harder, and are usually much more frightened than little
pups. Why? Because they have spent their entire adult life evading predators. Remember - to an adult blossom
or tube-nosed bat, every wildlife carer (no matter how well intentioned) represents nothing more than a large
predator with forward facing eyes. Hence the gloves, arm protectors, towels, and a second set of hands as
recommended above.

THE SEVEN STEPS OF STABILISATION
Warning: all incoming blossom bats are severely hypoglycaemic and must be given glucose urgently.

Before continuing with the seven steps of stabilisation, blossom bats are unique in that they burn energy so fast
that they are all hypoglycaemic (low blood sugar) ranging from severe to near-fatal. Unless this condition is
immediately reversed, they will rapidly die and must, therefore, be treated with utmost urgency. If not already
done so at the point of rescue, strong oral glucose administration must be attended to before anything else.
Glucose administration for blossom bats is covered here

1. AGE & WEIGHT EVALUATION
We need to know the weight, sex, and approximate age of our new arrival. If we don't know what the animal
weighs, we cannot accurately administer fluids or medications. Similarly, if we do not know the weight, we do not
know if the animal is seriously underweight for its age group. Forearm measurement is used to help us determine
whether we are looking at an adult, sub-adult, or juvenile bat. The easiest way to weigh any bat is this: Take a
shallow box or basket, place into this the towel you are going to wrap the animal in, and switch your scales on. It
should show a weight of zero - if not - tare or reset until it does. Now, leaving the scales on, gently but securely
wrap your little in the same towel, pop him or her back in the basket, and voila - it will read the exact weight of
your animal. Remember to write this down.
With your patient still wrapped, carefully expose the right wing, and measure with your calipers. Accepted
practice in Australia is to always measure the right wing, because it is often slightly larger than the left (just like
us), and nationally collated records assume measurement of the right as standardisation. Make it a habit to
always measure the same wing on all bats that come into care to avoid confusion, and it soon becomes second
nature. Forearm measurement is taken from the elbow to the wrist, with the wing folded naturally at the side of
the body. Simply slide your calipers until they just touch the outside of both joints at the longest point. This is your
forearm measurement.
Re-wrap the wing, and a quick look under the towel will reveal whether it is male or female. Males have a penis.
So now you know its age group, sex, and weight.
Note: due to their size, blossom and tube-nosed bats are not quite as easy to sex as the larger flying-foxes.
Normal adult weights and forearms for blossom bats are covered here
Normal adult weights and forearms for tube-nosed bats are covered here

2. FULL EXAMINATION & TREATMENT FOR INJURIES OR CONDITIONS

As you may have just found out from weighing, your new arrival may be just a tad upset about being extracted
from the transport cage. This is where gentle actions, soothing words, and a nice fruity drink come into play.
Full examination and treatments are detailed subjects covered at the links below. Note: although they link to
'flying-fox' pages, the principles are exactly the same. Meanwhile, here are a couple of points to bear in mind.
Working in a quiet room or area, and keeping the animal as wrapped as possible, examine your new arrival
thoroughly. Work slowly, methodically, take notes, and try to remain calm and objective. Problems missed in the
initial examination could lead to complications later. A common mistake is to see an obvious problem such as a
broken splintered finger, and then stop the examination to treat that, completely failing to see the thing that may
actually kill it, such as maggot eggs hidden in the wing pit, or that deeply infected abscess on its back. When you
spot a problem - note it - and then complete your examination fully before treatment.
Note: most injuries, conditions, or signs are actually missed from not looking or seeing not from lack of knowledge.
Full examination procedure is covered here
Treatments for injuries and conditions are covered here

3. REHYDRATION

Subcutaneous hydration of an Eastern tube-nosed bat photo © Hannah Marco
Please note: the person handling the bat in this photograph is vaccinated against ABLV.

After completing your examination, the next step is rehydration. This is a vital, and often overlooked step. Never
mind rarer exotic problems like gunshot wounds, pinning broken bones, and rare tropical diseases - dehydration
is by far the most common, complication-producing condition, and single biggest killer that we deal with on an
everyday basis with bat care. And conversely - correct rehydration technique is the most common, and single
biggest life-saving treatment we use.
There are two essential rules regarding dehydration:
1. every single blossom and tube-nosed bat coming into care is dehydrated to some degree.
2. every single blossom and tube-nosed bat coming into care is dehydrated to some degree.
Dehydration, and rehydration (for all adult megabats) are covered in depth here

4. PAIN MANAGEMENT
Pain management is as vital a tool as antibiotics, dressings, and isoflurane anaesthetic. In the past, some
scientists (and even some carers) argued that pain in animals is all part of the natural order. That animals such
as bats have evolved to deal with a higher threshold to pain than us. This is complete rubbish, and any carer not
taking steps to alleviate pain (whether known or suspected) is guilty of cruelty. These animals are not stuck out in
the bush, where we cannot see them, know about them, or do something about it - they are in our dining rooms,
our lounge rooms. They are in our care. They are suffering, and we have a duty of care. Dr. Anne Fowler states
that if you can imagine an animal's injuries causing you pain, the animal will feel the same pain. OK - with that
out of the way, pain can broadly be divided into mild, moderate, and severe pain, and could roughly be paralleled
by treating with Children's Panadol ®, Painstop ®, and the heavy hitting synthetic opioid, Temgesic ®,
accordingly.
Pain is also classified as nociceptive pain and inflammatory pain. Nociceptive pain is triggered by damage to
body tissue: burns, broken bones, impacts, crushing injury, cuts and tears to skin and muscle, chemical burns,
and extreme temperatures. Therefore, most injuries we see from barbed wire and netting entanglement, predator
attack, collision, electrocution burns, and several other sources initially cause nociceptive pain. This type of pain
typically responds very well to analgesic medications (pain blockers), such as Painstop ® or Temgesic ®, and
can usually be well controlled with pain relief management techniques. Inflammatory pain is adaptive and
protective, and is associated with tissue damage, activation of the immune system, and the infiltration of immune
cells. The signs and symptoms of inflammation can be very uncomfortable but are a clear sign that the body is
trying to heal itself. In fact, infections, wounds, and any damage to tissue would not be able to heal at all without
an inflammatory response. Immune cells flood the area, blood vessels dilate, and inflammatory mediators
increase blood vessel permeability. This brings in more defence cells and fluid, meaning affected tissue swells
up, putting further pressure upon nerves, which further increases pain. However, once this immune response has
done its job, fluid is naturally transported back out of the healing tissue, and swelling once again subsides.
Inflammatory pain is usually well controlled using anti-inflammatory medications such as Metacam ®.
I firmly believe (as do all vets and doctors) that pain management should be a natural and integral part of the
holistic process of healing. Any bat coming into our care suffering, and then left in severe pain, will be miserable,
may not eat, will not respond as fast to treatment, will take longer to heal, or may even shut down and die. Pain
management is no different to antibiotics, artificial heat, introduction of fluids through needles, or a myriad of
other interventionist treatments we use? If a bat is in pain - we do our best to alleviate it! But always remember
this - we do not ever save the animal at any cost. Because there is always a cost. Animals in extreme pain (that
cannot be alleviated with painkillers) should be euthanased. That is the correct, the humane, and the right thing
to do.
Pain management is dealt with in depth here

5. TREATING FOR SHOCK (IF OBSERVED OR SUSPECTED)
There are several types of shock seen in rescued bats (such as septic and anaphylactic), but by far the most
common at or following rescue is hypovolaemic shock, which is an acute physiological emergency associated
with a fall in blood pressure in which the organs and tissues of the body are not receiving an adequate flow of
blood. Causes of shock in blossom and tube-nosed bats are varied, and in no particular order, can be caused by
dehydration, physical trauma (such as collision, gunshot injury, or raptor attack), heart conditions, extensive
blood loss, extreme reaction to insect or spider bite, bacterial infection, burns, or even intestinal blockage.
There are three stages of shock: Stage 1 (compensated, or non-progressive), Stage 2 (decompensated or
progressive), and Stage 3 (irreversible). In Stage one shock, when the body first detects low blood flow, a
number of systems are activated to maintain and restore blood perfusion: the heart beats faster, blood vessels
throughout the body become slightly smaller in diameter, and kidneys work to retain fluid in the circulatory
system. These measures help to maximise blood flow to the most important organs and systems within the body.
At this stage, few signs are present, and treatment can completely halt any progression. In stage two shock,
body compensation methods are beginning to fail, with the body unable to further improve perfusion. It is at this
stage signs are becoming more evident. Confusion and disorientation are common, as is cool clammy skin and
rapid shallow breathing, and also the beginnings of non-responsiveness. However, with rapid intervention and
appropriate treatment, this stage of shock can be very successfully reversed. Stage three shock is the fatal
endpoint. Lack of perfusion and oxygen to cells means tissues and organs are now injured and dying, heart
function spirals downward, kidneys cease to function, and the patient enters a completely non-responsive state;
followed by coma and death.
As we can therefore see, circulatory shock is not about having a nice cup of tea and a lie down. It is an urgent
veterinary emergency. Shock is a silent and hidden killer. It is the body's natural way of dealing with trauma, but
unrecognised, and untreated, it causes some animals to 'shut down' and die. It goes something like this: we have
examined and given the animal initial treatment, we hang it in a cage, and two hours later it slips into an
unresponsive coma-like state and dies. This is so very sad, because hypovolaemic shock is so easily
preventable with standard shock treatment: 1. Fluids. 2. Heat. 3. Total rest until responding. Unfortunately an
attitude still exits in some circles of negative resignation: "We did all we could." "We made it comfortable." "It was
meant to be." Shock is not - to the untrained eye, easy to recognise at all. There is no immediately obvious sign,
such as a bone sticking out through skin, or blood pouring out of a severed artery, but it can kill silently,
insidiously, and sometimes - quickly. It is actually easier to spot a bat coming out of shock after treatment, than
one going into shock, because they come out rapidly, but can slip into it almost invisibly.
There are two essential rules we need to bear in mind regarding shock:
1. Every single rescued bat has the potential to go into, or is in shock to some degree.
2. Hypovolaemic shock is 100% treatable with urgent and aggressive intervention.
"What if I get the diagnosis wrong?" says our trusty new carer. Well, the good news is that if you suspect shock,
and then treat accordingly with fluids, heat, and rest - and the animal was not actually suffering from shock in the
first place - you will do no harm.
Hypovolaemic shock, and treatment for shock, is covered in detail here

6. STRESS REDUCTION
Our second to last item in the process of stabilisation is stress reduction. All blossom and tube-nosed bats in our
care are stressed to varying degrees, because they are in a strange unfamiliar environment. Our job now is to

take measures to reduce this stress to the point where the ultimate goal is that the animal feels safe, views you
the carer as 'a giver of nice things' - a tolerated ally, rather than a carnivorous two-legged predator wanting to eat
it, and whose normal body processes ideally reach the point where normal healing can take place. Stress
minimisation promotes a much more rapid recovery. We can never totally eliminate stress from a little bat in care,
but we can do an amazing amount to keep stress to a bare minimum. It should be our goal - and our quest.
Note: most carers (myself included) would state that blossom and tube-nosed bats are far more 'stressy' than
most flying-foxes. Whether it is their diminutive size or some other factor, I'm not sure. What matters here is that
they are 'stress-heads' and as such, we need to keep handling to a bare minimum. Once treated, get out of their
space and let them be.
Stress management for adults is covered in detail here
Warning: adult tube-noses are solitary. Housing more than one in the same cage will increase stress.

7. ESTABLISHING A REGULAR FEEDING & TREATMENT ROUTINE
And so to our last stage in the stabilisation process. Depending on injuries, condition, and general nature of the
animal, this last stage can take anywhere from a few hours to many days. Every case, and every animal, is of
course, unique. We can safely say that stabilisation has been achieved once the animal has settled into a routine
with you, whereby it is responding well to treatment, and is feeding well by his or herself.
Feeding adult blossom and tube-nosed bats is covered in detail here

AND SO TO SUM UP
Broadly speaking, successful adult blossom and tube-nosed care is divided into three stages: stabilisation,
rehabilitation, and release. Stabilisation is that vital first stage. It is the 'coal face' so to speak. It is that paramedic
or first responder arriving at a traffic accident, and it is the make or break point, which in so many cases will
determine whether the animal pulls through or not. If the animal is viable, then rapid and successful stabilisation
puts the animal into the next stage of full rehabilitation, and then ultimately on to our future goal of the release of
a fully recovered and healthy individual - a normally functioning animal - able to fly free in our night skies and
forests once more. Stabilisation is not a magic formula, or a complex process requiring a masters in physiology.
It is quite simply a commonsense series of sequential stepping stones to rapidly aid our furry patient on the road
to recovery. Painting by numbers: one to seven.
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